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Abstract 
Liquidity has been an impediment for many emerging DeFi projects since the beginning of the DeFi economy. 

The entire ecosystem is based on tokens that incentivize teams to align their participants, collect rewards from 

user fees, and integrate within the larger DeFi ecosystem. However, in order to provide users with a strong source 

of liquidity to trade their tokens on the AMM protocol, DeFi developers need access to significant funding. 

Liquidity mining has proven to be the preferred way for DeFi startups to ensure sufficient liquidity. While the 

approach is very effective in the short term, it does not fully solve the liquidity problem by itself due to the specific 

limitations of a long-term liquidity mining program. As more and more tokens are allocated to liquidity providers 

to incentivize them to lock their liquidity in the AMM pool, DeFi teams become unsure as to whether these third-

party providers will stay around when the stake reward is removed. Moreover, stake rewards that remain high 

yielding over time will keep native tokens increasingly in circulation. Running a liquidity mining program and 

bootstrapping liquidity is both necessary and healthy for most DeFi projects, but the teams must be mindful of 

their token supply and long-term liquidity mining strategies to avoid negative impacts. 

LaaS (Liquidity as a Service) is a fast-growing solution that looks to revolutionize the common problems 

associated with liquidity provisioning and incentivization. It provides an alternative and complement to the 

monopoly farming model, offering projects a flow of liquidity that can be sustained over time. For the moment 

demand for such a service is high, as every DeFi protocol requires access to liquidity. As DeFi continues to 

evolve, LaaS will continue to thrive and will help create for DeFi the building blocks needed to support its industry 

of the future. 

While the Liquidity as a Service (LaaS) industry is growing rapidly to provide a greater depth of liquidity and 

capital efficiency for DeFi protocols, Arc Finance has chosen a more straightforward, composable, open-ended 

Defi protocol. This is a value-added protocol that encourages users to add liquidity on their own through a series 

of user incentives, which consequently assist DeFi protocols with their liquidity problem and market value 

management. 

Keywords: LaaS, AUM, Recoin, value-added, premium, wormhole 

1 Introduction 

Seamless Multi-Chain LaaS Protocol 

Arc Finance is a seamless multi-chain LaaS protocol. Put simply, an innovative swap Liquidity as a Service 

(LaaS) service platform. Through this protocol, assets can perform seamless cross-chain activities, which together 

with the platform's DeFi portfolio premium mining strategy will ultimately allow tokens to achieve efficient and 

high-yield liquidity management. Arc Finance aims to provide active liquidity management services for different 

protocols, incentivizing users to engage in active trading behavior, improving capital efficiency and capturing 

liquidity premium value. 

1.1 The multi-chain world 

One of the long-term challenges facing the financial community involves the movement of funds, especially 

across borders. Transferring money through traditional methods is both expensive and time-consuming. The 

blockchain world of the future will inevitably be a multi-chain world, with each chain also forming its own 

ecosystem. Multi-chains aim to create pathways for communication between different blockchains, allowing 

developers and businesses to flourish in one ecosystem while taking advantage of the solutions offered by another. 

Moving towards a multi-chain world is a move towards a truly decentralized blockchain. It represents the next 

logical step in the mainstream adoption of blockchain. Thus the myth that "one chain shall rule them all" can 

finally be dispelled so that we can now allocate our time and energy to collaborations that are mutually beneficial 
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for us all. The blockchain world of the future will inevitably be a multi-chain world, upon which each chain forms 

its very own ecosystem. 

1.2 The value of LaaS for DeFi 

In the DeFi economy, starting from the iconic YFI to the current DEX exchange based on the AMM algorithm, 

all economic developments are operating on the basis of liquidity value. Liquidity value provides a powerful pool 

of value-based returns for large amounts of capital, but it also creates a horse-trading effect, with capital tending 

to flow first to popular liquidity-providing pools and only second to the higher-yielding project pools. This purely 

revenue-oriented way of attracting funds means that, in the former, a Matthew effect is created which results in 

the concentration of large funds. Whereas in the latter, big whale players can come in to plunder the advantages 

of early investments to benefit themselves as early participants. When the popularity of the project rises, ordinary 

investors who join later have to pay for the prices created by big whales.  

This is the current liquidity value defect within the DEX exchange market. So far this dilemma has not known a 

breakthrough. Whether it is through GameFi or other NFT methods to transfer funds and income, this market-

destructive nature of the way the funds are used has not been slowed down.  

Currently, DeFi2.0 service platforms with "Liquidity as a Service'' (LaaS) have emerged in the market, hoping to 

increase capital utilization rate with new streams of liquidity in the market. In this DeFi2.0 competition track for 

liquidity value, there are very few basic economic constructions available. Most of them choose to set up simple 

capital allocation incentives on the basis of conventional market liquidity. These are market methods that 

passively provide liquidity value, rather than actively providing for a positive liquidity behavior. 

2 ARC LaaS Value Added Protocol 

Arc Finance is a liquidity market value management tool based on AUM (Automated Unlocking Mining). It 

allows users to perform premium mining through the mint-freeze-lock-unlock operation process. 

Users can achieve effective high-yield liquidity management through a combined strategy of premium mining. 

Arc Finance aims to provide proactive liquidity management services for different public chains and TOKENs. 

2.1 Overview of ARC Value Added Protocol 

Arc Finance is a new type of DeFi protocol that uses the AUM mechanism and Liquidity Premium Pool (LPP) to 

generate premium transaction benefits for users while incentivizing users to implement LaaS. In this way, it 

reduces the number of project tokens in circulation and improves market efficiency. Arc Finance encourages users 

to apply their own liquidity to trade through a series of user incentives to assist project owners with liquidity and 

market capitalization management. 

The AUM mechanism is an incentive for users to actively provide liquidity. It is similar to liquidity mining, 

except that the proceeds generated are tokens minted and locked by the users themselves. This is why this 

mechanism is called unlocked mining. 
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2.1.2 AUM Core Innovative Solutions 

New Liquidity 

Innovative AUM and mint premium mining mechanisms based on AMM, provide comprehensive liquidity 

market value services for the native tokens of DeFi protocols. 

2.1.1 ARC/LAAS Protocol Architecture 
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Premium Mining 

Arc Finance's AUM auto-lock mechanism provides active liquidity management services for tokens. The 

mechanism empowers all eco-participants with premium value mining capabilities for value capture through 

Recoin. 

Capital efficiency 

The first era of DeFi was defined by liquidity. DeFi is entering the second era of capital efficiency. Under the 

AUM mechanism, Arc Finance allows users to accelerate unlocking and release on the basis of liquidity 

empowerment, improving capital efficiency whilst increasing user revenue. 

Zero bubble 

Unlike Defi's traditional revenue models, the AUM of LaaS does not generate bubbles. Here by locking the 

circulation of tokens, at the same time a new LP pool liquidity is formed to realize leveraged premium mining. 

Enabling market-based value management  

Recoin, unlimited lock-up, decreasing circulation... all these mechanisms are reshaping tokenomics and enabling 

market-based value management. 

Dual market value management model 

Through the AUM mechanism, users' native tokens will be locked and minted into new r-tokens. These minted r-

tokens will be gradually released according to the rules of the release contract, and since the circulation of r-

tokens is much smaller than the circulation of native tokens, their trading prices will be influenced by market 

sentiment and often exceed the price of native tokens by several times or even dozens of times 

2.1.3 A New Paradigm of Liquidity for DeFi 2.0 

In the context of liquidity innovation, DeFi 2.0 refers to a set of emerging DeFi projects that aim to revolutionize 

the common problems related to liquidity supply and incentives. They offer alternatives and complements to the 

current model of liquidity mining, providing a way for projects to acquire liquidity that can be sustained over 

time. 

Arc Finance itself aggregates liquidity and can provide liquidity to the vast majority of projects, as the ecosystem 

allows any DeFi protocol token to appear in Arc Finance and form its own r-token/USDT liquidity pool. It 

motivates users with mechanisms to add liquidity themselves. It is decentralized, inclusive and accessible. 

Arc Finance is one of the new enablers of the DeFi 2.0 paradigm, providing premium access to liquidity for DeFi 

protocols. Through incentives similar to transaction mining, the liquidity premium value further strengthens 

project tokens and enables DeFi protocols to obtain liquidity in a reasonable and secure manner, from which users 

can also benefit. Arc Finance is expected to further enhance the composability and scalability of the existing DeFi 

model, for example, by offering r-token-based liquidity services for derivatives, NFT, etc. 
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AUM resolution process 

2.1.4 Core Mechanism 

AUM technology principle 
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AUM operation mechanism 

Arc Finance has developed a new mechanism for implementing value-added protocols, namely the AUM 

mechanism and the Liquidity Premium Pool (LPP). The main focus of this ecosystem is trade-to-earn, constantly 

incentivizing users to provide liquidity and value to users. 

Any project that wants to gain liquidity in Arc Finance must first create a liquidity pool in Arc Finance and lock 

the project tokens (mined) in Arc Finance contracts. These locked tokens correspond to the generation of r-tokens 

waiting for the user to unlock the r-token. The rate at which the r-token is unlocked is governed by the algorithm 

of the AUM mechanism. 

When the DeFi protocol creates a liquidity pool in Arc Finance, the original tokens are injected into the Arc 

Finance minting contract and locked r-tokens are generated (at this point, the liquidity pool may become an LPP 

pool). The original token owner can then tap the liquidity pool to generate LPP pool premium revenue. 

 
AUM minting logic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unlocking speed 

The unlocking speed r of an r-token is related to the unit price P of that r-token, the flow pool of   the  r-token-

USDT (T), and the release factor K. So that: 

     r=T*K/(2*P*β) 

 β - the number of blocks generated per day. In the case of BSC, its value is 28800 

 T - its initial value is 0.1. If T increases greater than or equal to 100%, K increases by 50% accordingly;   

if T increases less than 100% (including decreases), K decreases by 20% accordingly 
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2.1.5 Overview of ARC Cross-Chain Protocol 

Arc Finance's AUM was developed based on the AMM mechanism. Its swap section consists of AMM and AUM. 

The AUM section will only support r-token transactions, while AMM will provide swap and cross-chain services 

for native crypto assets. 

As for cross-chain, many of the current cross-chain AMM implementations introduce packaged assets. The 

resulting problem is twofold. First, users typically receive non-standard tokens and must perform additional 

operations before they can use these non-standard assets. Another related but obvious problem is that the liquidity 

of certain assets is split into multiple versions of the same asset. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Arc will address these issues by the AMM technology and the bridging capabilities of wormholes. When built on 

Solana that has high output and fast block generation, the resulting cross-chain AMM supports native token swap 

across chains in a seamless and efficient manner.  

 

2.2 Wormhole 

Wormhole is another example of a PoA token bridge, maintaining a number of cross- chain node operators that 

verify the authenticity of bridging activity. According to Wormhole: 
Wormholes use decentralized cross-chain oracles - functioning as guardians - that are shipped by a set of node 

operators, including top Solana validation nodes and other ecosystem stakeholders, and those guardians certify 
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the locking and burning of tokens on one chain and the minting of new tokens or the release of new amounts of 

tokens on another chain, and vice versa. 

In terms of speed, wormholes are probably the highest performing cross-chain bridges with strong security 

advantages. 

The initial implementation of the Arc cross-chain bridge leverages an iterative version of Wormhole, where the 

transfer of common information and data allows the Arc cross-chain bridge to leverage parked assets rather than 

locking them into a wormhole contract.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3 Multi-Chain Liquidity Pools 

Tokens will be connected to Solana through a wormhole as assets are deposited into Ethereum smart contracts on 

the Arc Cross-Chain Bridge. Packaged assets generated on Solana are deposited into smart contracts on Solana, 

which are responsible for maintaining an accurate state of the token balances in the pool.  

To maintain a seamless user experience, packaged assets are extracted from the front end. Future updates to 

Wormhole will enable a protocol for sending common messages between blockchains, which may eliminate the 

need for packaged assets. 
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There are two primary motivations for this design: Solana's high speed and low cost minimize protocol-level 

transaction fees. In addition, the sequential execution of all computations on Solana significantly reduces 

competition conditions. Since transactions are executed in the order in which they are received, all uncertainty in 

the state of the liquidity pool is eliminated. This allows AMM to calculate accurate transaction prices and 

quantities at any given time. 

 
2.3.1 Deposit and Redemption 

Arc Finance will support the availability of USDT and USDC liquidity on ETH and Solana. When adding any 

on-chain liquidity pool, the liquidity provider will be credited with a percentage of the assets in the token pool 

(LP tokens) that represents their claim to the profits. When redeemed, the LP tokens are burned and the selected 

assets are credited to the redeemer's wallet. 

The following is an example process: 

1. Connect both Ethereum and Solana wallets to Arc Finance; 

2. User approves ERC20 USDT and USDC in Metamask, and SPL USDT in Sollet and USDC; 

3. The user approves the transaction to deposit SPL and ERC-20 USDT and USDC; 

4. SPL USDT and USDC are sent from Sollet to Arc's liquidity pool on Solana; 

5. ERC20 USDT and USDC are sent from the user's Metamask to the Arc smart contract on Ethereum and 

then sent to the Wormhole cross-chain contract. When the token is successfully cross-chain, the 

packaged USDT is locked in Arc's liquidity pool; 

6. When the liquidity pool receives these assets, SPL LP tokens are minted and credited to Solana.  
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2.4 AMM - Automated Market Maker 

With a liquidity pool established on Arc Finance's Solana and Ethereum pools, users will be able to swap between 

SPL and ERC20 native stablecoins. 

 

2.4.1 Slippage Curve 

Arc's AMM is inspired by Curve's tried-and-true StableSwap invariants, with the necessary modifications to 

enable cross-chain stablecoin swaps. Similar to Curve, Arc's slippage curve will be able to support swaps between 

tokens with relatively similar balances in the liquidity pool at a very low price slippage. 

 

2.5 AMM Features 

Arc's AMM supports: cross-chain swaps (i.e., Ether to Solana), native chain swaps (i.e. Solana to Solana), and 

non-Solana swaps between blockchains (i.e., Ether to Binance Smart Chain). 

 

2.5.1 Cross-chain Swaps 

The following is an example of an ERC20 to SPL swap: 

1. User connects both ETH and Solana wallets to Arc Finance; 

2. Submit an ERC20 (ETH) swap SPL (Solana) transaction request on Ethereum; 

3. The designated ERC20 token is sent from the user's ETH wallet to the Arc (ETH) liquidity pool; 

4. The Arc smart contract detects that the corresponding ERC20 token is already in the liquidity pool; 
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5. The Arc smart contract on Ethereum then sends the received tokens to Arc via the wormhole to smart 

contracts on Solana; 

6. The packaged ERC20 token arrives at Arc’s smart contract on Solana. The contract then algorithmically 

decides the correct slippage and strike price; 

7. Arc credits the designated native SPL token to the user's SOL wallet (from Arc's liquidity pool on 

Solana); User successfully swapped from native ERC20 on Ethereum to native SPL on Solana. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.5.2 Native Chain Swap 

The following steps describe the ERC20 to ERC20 swap, which is a bit more complex due to the computation on 

Solana. 

1.  User connects both Ethereum and Solana wallets to Arc Finance; 

2. Submit a transaction on Ethereum for a native ERC20 to ERC20 swap (in Ethereum); 

3. The designated ERC20 swap token is sent from the user's ETH wallet to Arc's ETH wallet liquidity 

pool; 

4. Tokens are bridged to Solana through a wormhole, where they become SPL tokens as packaged ERC20 

tokens; 

5. The wrapped ERC20 token reaches the Arc smart contract on Solana, and algorithmically determines the 

correct slippage and strike price; 

6. Through the wormhole, the Arc smart contract on Solana then releases more packaged ERC20 tokens, 

which are returned to the Arc smart contract on Ethereum; 

7. The Arc smart contract receives the requested ERC20 token in the ETH liquidity pool and converts the 

specified native ERC20 tokens, which are credited to the user's ERC20 wallet.  
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3 Tokenomics 

3.1 Tokenomics 

There will be a maximum supply of 100 million ARC tokens, illustrated as per the table below: 

Round Token Supply Percentage Vesting Schedule 

Seed Round 3,000,000 3% completed 

Angel Round 5,000,000 5% 

20% released immediately after 

TGE, then 20% every quarter. 

$0.3 per token. 

Private Round 4,000,000 4% 

20% released immediately after 

TGE, then 20% every quarter. 

$0.5 per token. 

Public Sale 1,500,000 1.5% 
100% unlocked on TGE, $1 per 

token. 

Mining 69,000,000 69% Starting from the mainnet launch 

Team 15,000,000 15% 

500,000 tokens will be released 

before listing for market value 

management (the rest will be 

released 12 months later, 5% every 

month) 

Community 2,500,000 2.5% 
For community governance and 

development. 

100 million 

Total supply 
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3.2 Deflationary ARC Tokenomics 

ARC periodically buys back tokens and credits them to a future mining cycle pool that is publicly and 

transparently available on the chain.  

1. 20% of the platform refund fee is used to buy back platform tokens and burn them directly. 

2. The platform exchange fee is 0.3%, of which 50% goes into a fund to support the DeFi2.0 infrastructure 

and invest in Metaverse projects, and the other 50% is used for additional liquidity. 

3.3 AUM Refund Mechanism 

The 3% transaction fee charged by the Arc Finance platform for each AUM transaction is allocated as follows. 

 20% is used to buyback native token and burn them directly. 

 10% is used for market incentives. 

 20% will reward early promoters of the platform who successfully refer new friends to join Arc Finance. 

 50% is injected into the LP pool at no cost to enable a virtuous cycle of the pool. 

4 Governance 

In Arc Finance, the basic platform ecosystem requires community participation to balance user revenue capacity, 

fee allocation, and other mechanisms in the process of community development progress. Among them in the 

governance of heterogeneous fractions, DAO governance is needed to manage and propose new project tokens 

online.  

In the platform, we adopt the parliamentary system of voting, community nodes can be the initiator of a proposal. 

The basic method is for any user to stake LP tokens as DAO voting rights. 

When a node stakes more than the minimal LP stake amount, it is eligible to participate in the community node 

election. 

In addition to the staked LP proceeds, the community node participation is incentivized by allocating the main 

dividends of all project tokens traded due to election, towards the participating community nodes. 

User voting weight is proportional to the number of LPs staked by that user, and each 1 LP staked voucher will 

receive 1 vote. According to the number of staked LPs, users receive a small portion of the transaction dividends 

of all project tokens as an additional reward for participating in platform governance. 

 

5 Risks 

5.1 Asset Transactions 

 Token price curve: 

After a Token is minted as rToken, the token will be locked in the original market and cannot      participate 

in market circulation. Therefore, the actual capital of the user is the Token, while the rToken is the 

premium value obtained by the user through the value-added agreement in ArcFinance. 
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 The market price of rTokens is not directly influenced by the Token price, but is subject to the trading 

sentiment of the AUM liquidity pool. Users need to adjust the balance between rTokens and Tokens in a 

timely manner. 

 
5.2 Interaction Security 

In the process of interaction, users need to interact and store funds multiple times to avoid possible value loss 

caused by operational errors in the interaction process. 

 
 

Q4 2021 

 Launch website V1.0 

 Implement DEX interaction function 

 Release V1.0 white paper 

Q1 2022 

 Implemented AUM/Recoin 

 Launch ARCPAD 

 Launch mining pool/NFT transactions 

Q2 2022 

 
 AUM transactions go live 

 Establish DAO community 

 Deploy SOL/ETH main chain 

Q3 2022 

 Launch multi-chain bridge 

 Launch LaaS mining pool/airdrop station 

 Issue ARC PASS cards 

Q4 2022 

 Go live with multi-chain cross-chain bridge 

 Launch derivatives trading 

 Go live with AUM V2.0 

Q1 2023 

 Launch perpetual contracts 

 Launch decentralized wallet 

 Go live with NFT2.0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6 Roadmap 
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